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Multi-Dimensional Exploratory Factor Analysis of TED Talks

1. Introduction

This article conducts Multi-Dimensional (MD) analysis on a corpus of TED talks (TTC), aiming to characterise linguistic variation within this corpus in functional terms. TED talks are a contemporary digital genre via which a wide range of speakers communicate their ideas to a global audience. TED talks are typically 5 to 20 minutes long and are delivered to both live and online audiences. The conference originated in Silicon Valley in 1984 as a place where “technology, entertainment, and design converge” (ted.com, n.d.). Technology, entertainment and design comprise the original T-E-D of TED. However, since inception the brand has expanded and now has very few limitations in terms of included topics and target audience.

Prior research has identified TED talks as a spoken form of popular science, with certain similarities to academic texts. A popularisation discourse occurs when an expert “addresses not an expert group within the discipline but an audience of non-specialists” (Gotti, 2014, p. 16). TED talks achieve popularisation through reduced technicality in terms of content and vocabulary; an informal tone; and a preference for narrative text types (Mattiello, 2017). Some TED talks, can therefore be seen as a space where researchers communicate their findings to a public audience, with noteworthy linguistic adaptations.

Stance features have also been investigated in TED talks (Di Carlo, 2015), captured as “axiological evaluative adjectives” (Felices Lago, 1997), which imply emotional reaction or evaluative judgement, e.g. important, interesting, wonderful. It was argued that TED speakers use these adjectives to establish a connection with the audience, convey the relevance of their findings, and make judgements on the moral, political, and economic aspects of science (Di Carlo, 2015). These findings can also be linked to the perspective that TED talks are a popular form of science.

However, not all TED talks fall into this category, as talks are delivered by a broader range of speakers other than scientists and academics, including entrepreneurs, politicians, celebrities, writers, and artists (Cassidy et al., 2013). In fact, according to the curator of TED talks, a TED talk can be on any topic of “public interest” (Anderson, 2016, p. xii). This makes the TED talk register a broadly defined space open to a wide range of speakers and topics.
This is reflected in the content tags on the TED website which act as a guide to the content, such as physics, economics, history, activism, environment, art, and culture. Notably a number of these tags can be linked to academic disciplines, to extent that a full roster of academic disciplines are present. At the time of corpus creation, there were 427 tags on the TED website, which were collected as part of our metadata.

Due to the inclusion of academic content, a number of studies have approached TED from an English for academic purposes (EAP) perspective, noting their pedagogic potential. For instance, researching the use of TED talks for practising academic listening (Abdulrahman, 2017; Elk, 2014; Takaesu, 2014) and measuring the coverage of general English vocabulary (Nurmukhamedov, 2017) and academic vocabulary (Wingrove, 2017) to investigate their suitability as learning materials. These studies found that TED talks require a wider range of vocabulary for comprehension, closer to the average written text, rather than the average spoken text (Nurmukhamedov, 2017) and that TED talks have lower academic vocabulary coverage compared to academic lectures, although with notable overlap (Wingrove, 2017).

One interesting feature of TED talks is the fact that this register brings together many different speakers and topics within the same space, covering academic and non-academic content, simultaneously delivered to an online and live audience, and perhaps even with speakers having divergent purposes. This differentiates TED talks from other registers which are more restricted in terms of topics and participants.

It would be interesting investigate register variation in this unique contemporary digital genre that brings together aspects of situational context that are rarely brought together into one register. The current article aims to investigate register variation in TED talks by compiling a representative corpus and conducting a multi-Dimensional Analysis (MD; Biber, 1988). MD analysis is a key method in corpus linguistics for determining linguistic variation across genres and registers. This approach allows for the linguistic features of a given corpus to be quantified and subsequently reduced and grouped along functional ‘dimensions’.

MD studies have been conducted on corpora comparable to TED talks. Studies on academic texts have identified dimensions which differentiate more informationally dense texts against more elaborated texts; for instance, in academic research articles (Gray, 2011), textbooks, (Egbert, 2014), and University classroom talk (Csomay, 2005). Moreover, stance dimensions have been discovered in academic texts (Biber, 2006; Csomay, 2005; Gardner, Nesi, & Biber, 2018), which coheres with the view that stance is a key feature of academic texts (Hyland, 2005).

The TED talk register is also defined by a broad range of topics and speakers. Studies on corpora which also include a broad range of topics have identified dimensions which differentiate texts by topic. These dimensions have been discovered in academic texts, such as in research articles, identified as "human vs. non-human" (Gray, 2011), but also outside academic texts, such as “idea-oriented discourse vs. action oriented discourse” in TIME magazine (Condi de Souza, 2014).

It can be expected that an MD analysis of TED talks may present information packaging, stance, and topic-associated dimensions, although the inclusion of talks on non-academic topics and the potential to either ad-lib or perform talks verbatim makes it difficult to predict exactly how these dimensions would be expressed. Moreover, there may be latent linguistic dimensions unique to the TED register, which can be uncovered by a robust MD analysis.

Therefore, the present study conducts an MD of a representative and large TED Talk Corpus (TTC, talks = 2483; words = 5,068,781), which includes 427 content tags. We aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: What linguistic dimensions can be found in the TTC by conducting exploratory factor analysis?

RQ2: How are the EFA (Exploratory Factor Analysis) dimensions represented across subregisters in the TTC?

We first provide the details of our TED Talk Corpus, before presenting the methodology and results of the MD model.

2. TED Talk Corpus

2.1 Compilation

The current study is based on a corpus of TED Talks extracted from the TED website. As of January 2018, all talks were collected from the TED website (date range: 2006 – 2017) except those without transcripts. Orthographic transcription was used. This captured spoken features such as contractions, but not filled pauses such as “um” and “er”. Details of the TED Talk Corpus (TTC) are given in Table 1. The corpus includes 2483 talks across 427 content tags.

TED uses a system of content tags to act as a guide to the content and talks often have multiple tags. For instance, a talk on gravitational waves could have the tags *astronomy, science, exploration*, and *physics*. Note that because each talk can (and often does) have multiple tags, the content areas often overlap. For instance, a selection of talks with the tag *astronomy* can be expected to overlap with a selection of talks with the tag *physics*. These overlapping categories can be expected to affect the results by creating fuzziness in the data as the categories do not comprise distinct sets. However,
the decision to stick with TED’s classification system, which frequently allocates multiple tags to individual talks, results in a more accurate description of the content, particularly in relation to talks which combine content areas. The complexity and diversity of the TED talk corpus is of particular interest to the study and maintaining TED’s overlapping classification system enables our study to account for this complexity. For the sake of clarity, this article refers to TED talks in general as a register and the various areas delineated by the content tags as subregisters.

When the corpus data were collected, all of the content tags were recorded as part of our metadata and all talks had at least one tag. It is important to note that MD analysis was conducted on all talks in the corpus (RQ1). However, it would be impractical to try to investigate how the resultant dimensions are represented across all 427 tags. Therefore the current paper identifies the following 36 content tags as of particular interest to RQ2:

1. The ‘main’ tags that TED lists on their website (n = 6). These are: technology, entertainment, design, business, science, and global issues. These tags are offered first to the viewer when visiting the TED website and are particularly high frequency.

2. Academic disciplines associated with Biglan’s (1973) disciplinary taxonomy (n = 21 disciplines, plus 5 aggregate categories). Biglan’s (1973) taxonomy divides academic disciplines into two continua: hard-soft and pure-applied. The “hard-soft” continuum characterises more paradigmatic areas, which have a “greater consensus about content and method”, against less paradigmatic areas (Biglan 1973: 202). The “pure-applied” continuum is defined by “the concern of the [academic] area with application to practical problems” (Biglan, 1973, p.202). The continua are overlapping, resulting in four categories: hard pure, hard applied, soft pure, and soft applied. A further category, all academic tags, can also be included. The advantage of using Biglan’s (1973) taxonomy is that it ensures a broad range of academic disciplines are represented and that these continua can be mapped onto the resultant dimensions.

3. Other high frequency tags (n = 4). These are: health, TEDx, art, and culture. The TEDx tag marks talks delivered at TEDx events: grassroots TED conferences, organised independently but under the guidance of the TED organisation.

Note that when the results are presented, we include five extra categories related to the academic tags. These are aggregate categories: hard pure, hard applied, soft pure, soft applied, and all academic tags. For instance, talks tagged biology, chemistry, physics, math, and astronomy, can be combined into one additional hard pure category. These aggregate categories will be marked by an
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Asterisk in the findings chapters. Note that the content tags were not included in the MD analysis, but were compared against the resulting dimensions following the MD analysis.

### Table 1 Properties of the TED Talk Corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Talks</td>
<td>2,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Tokens</td>
<td>5,068,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Tokens per transcript</td>
<td>2,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Speakers</td>
<td>2,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Spoken (US)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of transcripts</td>
<td>2006-2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>Orthographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>427 content tags reduced to 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. Situational Characteristics of TED Talks

MDA is situated within the register perspective theoretical approach to corpus analysis (Biber & Conrad, 2009). This perspective assumes that linguistic features are functional and that certain features are used to meet the demands of the context. Therefore, an analysis of register involves: i. a description of the situational characteristics of the register; ii. a description of the pervasive linguistic features; and iii. an interpretation of the relationship between the situational characteristics and linguistic features in functional terms. As this perspective is adopted, this section will detail the situational characteristics of TED talks (Table 2).

Several characteristics are important to note. In particular, we can note that TED talks are delivered to a general audience often with an expert from the field communicating to people outside their field. TED talks are typically short, often between 5 to 20 minutes long, which means that talks have the potential to be scripted and performed verbatim. Moreover, the communicative purposes of TED talks can be linked to the desire to spread ideas and inspire change in the wider world. TED talks can also be delivered on a broad range of academic and non-academic topics, suggesting that the TED platform is less attached to topic than it is to other factors such as style and delivery.

### Table 2 Situational Characteristics of the TTC (Adapted from Biber & Conrad, 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Situational Characteristics</th>
<th>TTC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Addressor(s)</td>
<td>TED speakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. who</td>
<td>Represents the TED brand.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. social characteristics A range of professions: entertainers, artists, businessmen, engineers, and academics (Cassidy et al. 2013).

B. Addressees
1. who Live and online audience.
2. social characteristics Live audience may be high status; online audience is restricted to those with internet access.

C. On-lookers
1. who The online audience is arguably the primary audience in terms of views and promotion. Therefore they are termed *addressee* rather than *on-looker*.
2. social characteristics -

II. Relations among participants

A. Interactiveness Primarily a unidirectional monologue. Some instances of audience interaction, although not a dialogue.

B. Social roles Speaker has an expert status.

C. Personal relationship Global community.

D. Shared knowledge Less shared knowledge compared to an academic community. Communicating expert knowledge to a lay audience.

III. Channel

A. Mode Speech; limited use of slides, images, other multimedia

B. Specific Medium Taped & transcribed. Audio, video, text.

IV. Production circumstances

A. Real time / planned / scripted / revised and edited Performance: planned / scripted, real time, practiced.

V. Setting

A. Is the time and place of communication shared by participants? Yes by the speaker and live audience. But not by the online viewership.

B. Place of communication
1. Private / public Public event.
2. Specific setting Conference.
C. Time: contemporary, historical time period Contemporary: 2006-2017

VI. Communicative purposes

A. General purposes From TED’s mission statement: spread ideas, inspire change.
B. Specific purposes Depending on speaker: inspire, narrate, explain, describe, persuade, entertain, reveal self, connect to audience, promote self, promote research.

VII. Topic

A. General topical domain Curator of TED: Anderson (2016: xii), TED talks can “cover any topic of public interest”. Covers academic and non-academic areas.

B. Specific topic Academic and non-academic topics.

3. Method

3.1. Corpus annotation for MD

MD analyses require the automated parsing and tagging of corpus data for linguistic features, which are then reduced and grouped along functional lines through exploratory factor analysis (EFA).
When selecting the target features for tagging, it is best to start with a large number of features (Biber, 1988). This set (n = 90) was comprised of:

1. features identified by the multi-dimensional analysis tagger (Nini, 2019), such as past tense, predictive modals, nominalisations, type-token ratio, etc.;

2. semantic classes of content bearing words (Biber, Reppen, Byrd, Helt, Clark, Cortes, Csomay, & Urzua, 2004, p. 27-35), and;

3. additional features not separately counted in prior studies, such as comparatives, superlatives, first person pronouns plural, and first person pronouns singular.

For 2 and 3 above, LancsBox (Version 4, Brezina, Timperley, & McEnery, 2018) was used to calculate the frequency of linguistic features outside of the multi-dimensional analysis tagger. For semantic classes, each group was searched for using part-of-speech (POS) criteria. For instance, all animate noun types were input into LancsBox along with the POS criteria N*, restricting results to nouns only. LancsBox v.4 uses TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) to tag the corpus as POS items. In testing, TreeTagger has achieved 96.36% accuracy on written texts (Schmid, 1994).

The set of linguistic features was then reduced by removing features which did not distinguish between texts, i.e. which did not load onto any factor; and features which overlapped excessively with each other. In terms of overlapping features, more general features were removed (e.g. total adverbs) and specific features were retained (e.g. concessive adverbial subordinators). However, overlap was inevitable in some cases, for instance where semantic verb classes overlap with grammatical verb categories. In such cases, all features were retained as the features did not consistently load together into one factor during the subsequent EFA.

3.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis

EFA was conducted on the dataset using the JASP statistical package (JASP Team, 2020). An oblique promax rotation was used and 0.3 was set as the cut-off for variable loading. In prior studies, eigenvalues (greater than one) and visual analysis of scree plots have been used to help determine the number of factors (e.g. Thompson et al., 2017). In the current study, eigenvalues greater than one and the scree plot (Figure 1) both suggested a 7-factor model. The model was tested using RMSEA, a goodness of fit criterion which “estimates the discrepancy of the model and the data per degree of freedom for the model” (Crosthwaite & Cheung, 2019, p.38). As a rule of thumb, values below 0.05 suggest the model is a close fit; between 0.05-0.08 suggest a reasonable fit, and values
above 0.1 are inadequate (Browne & Cudeck, 1993). In the present model RMSEA was 0.049 with a 90% confidence interval of 0.48-0.50, which suggests the model is a close fit.

Once the final model was determined, the normalised frequencies for the linguistic features were converted to z-scores. This is an important step as it gives the variables within each factor an equal weighting. Following this, z-scores were converted to dimension scores. This was achieved by adding the positively loaded variables and subtracting the negatively loaded variables for each factor. This results in each text having a dimension score for each of the dimensions. Dimension scores for subregisters were calculated by finding the mean score for all talks within that subregister.

4. Results
4.1 EFA model

Table 3 shows the EFA output from JASP. Fifty-eight linguistic variables are spread out among seven factors. A range of linguistic features comprise the model, including grammatical features, semantic categories, clauses, and general properties of the text (e.g. type-token ratio). The following sections (4.2 – 4.8) concern the interpretation of the factors as linguistic dimensions.
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**Table 3 Factorial Structure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension 1</th>
<th>Dimension 2</th>
<th>Dimension 3</th>
<th>Dimension 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present tense</td>
<td>Abstract/Process Noun</td>
<td>Animate noun</td>
<td>Private verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrative pronouns</td>
<td>Nominalizations</td>
<td>Past tense</td>
<td>Mental Verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-verb do</td>
<td>Attributive adjectives</td>
<td>Third person pronouns</td>
<td>Subordinator that deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Clause Coordination</td>
<td>Cognitive Noun</td>
<td>Wh-relative clauses on subject position</td>
<td>Verb + wh-clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronoun it</td>
<td>Stance noun</td>
<td>Public verbs</td>
<td>That verb complements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens</td>
<td>Conjuncts</td>
<td>Perfect aspect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existential there</td>
<td>Present tense</td>
<td>Group / institution Noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second person pronouns</td>
<td>Independent Clause Coordination</td>
<td>Pronoun it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional adverbial subordinators</td>
<td>Present participial clauses</td>
<td>Present tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>Infinitives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication verbs</td>
<td>Attributive adjectives</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td>Desire Verb + to clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causative adverbial subordinators</td>
<td>Phrasal coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td>Progressive / continuous tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past participial whz-deletion relatives</td>
<td>Type-token ratio</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>Causation Verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present participial clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Clause Coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suasive verbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past tence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dimension 5**

- Stance adverbials: 0.96
- Emphatics: 0.88
- Hedges: 0.30
- Comparatives: 0.30

**Dimension 6**

- That relative clauses on object position: 0.52
- Demonstratives: 0.39
- That verb complements: 0.35
- That relative clauses on subject position: 0.33
- First Person Pronouns Plural: 0.33
- Stance adverbials: 0.32
- Split auxiliaries: 0.31
- Second person pronouns: -0.31

**Dimension 7**

- Infinitives: 0.70
- Desire Verb + to clause: 0.45
- Progressive / continuous tense: 0.34
- Causation Verbs: 0.33
- Suasive verbs: 0.30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical noun</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Nouns</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dimension 1 is the largest dimension in terms of linguistic features. The positively loaded features with the highest loadings are the present tense, demonstrative pronouns (*those, this, these*), verb *do*, independent clause coordination, pronoun *it*, total tokens, existential *there*, and second person pronouns. When these features are taken together they demonstrate spontaneous involved discourse. For instance:

1. We find patterns, and we represent them. And I think this is a nice day-to-day definition. But today I want to go a little bit deeper, and think about what the nature of this is. What makes it possible? There's one thing that's a little bit deeper, and that has to do with the ability to change your perspective. And I claim that when you change your perspective, and if you take another point of view, you learn something new about what you are watching or looking at or hearing. (Roger Antonsen: *Math is the hidden secret to understanding the world*)

2. I'm not quite sure why you decide not to do it. You're too lazy to do it. It's too hard. You're afraid if you look for your passion and don't find it, you'll feel like you're an idiot, so then you make excuses about why you're not going to look for your passion. They are excuses, ladies and gentlemen. We're going to go through a whole long list -- your creativity in thinking of excuses not to do what you really need to do if you want to have a great career. (Larry Smith: *Why you will fail to have a great career*)

Extracts 1 and 2 both display discourse which is more involved. There is evidence of directly referencing the audience in an interactive manner and of spontaneous elaboration through the use of demonstrative pronouns, subordinators, existential there, and independent clause coordination. The key negatively loaded features are type-token ratio, phrasal coordination, and attributive adjectives. Taken together these features comprise condensed descriptive informational texts. For instance:

3. For 12 years, I have produced collaborative portraits, still lifes, landscapes and aerial views in order to build a visual archive to address the intersection of the steel industry, the environment, and the health care system's impact on the bodies of my family and community. The tradition and grand narrative of Braddock is mostly comprised of stories of industrialists and trade unions. Currently, the new narrative about Braddock, a poster child
for Rust Belt revitalization, is a story of urban pioneers discovering a new frontier. (Latoya Ruby Frazier: A visual history of inequality in industrial America)

4. Jitish Kallat successfully practices across photography, sculpture, painting and installation. As you can see, he’s heavily influenced by graffiti and street art, and his home city of Mumbai is an ever-present element in his work. He really captures that sense of density and energy which really characterizes modern urban Bombay. He also creates phantasmagoric sculptures made of bones from cast resin. (Ravin Agrawal: 10 young Indian artists to watch)

Within extracts 3 and 4 the high type-token ratio measure is evident through the use of infrequent descriptive language. Information is condensed through the use of attributive adjectives and in contrast with independent clause coordination, these extracts use phrasal coordination instead. These texts are also shorter, as evidenced by the low tokens score, implying that information may be packaged in this way to meet a shorter time limit or may have been scripted and performed.

It appears that this dimension is identifying the tendency of speakers to lean towards more interactive, dispersed, involved texts in comparison to more condensed, descriptive, edited, informational texts. This dimension is very similar to Biber’s (1988) first dimension in his original MDA model, “involved versus informational discourse”. Whilst Biber’s (1988) dimension broadly characterises variation across spoken and written registers, the current dimension finds a similar, more subtle expression of this same dimension within a single register. This can be connected to the situational characteristics of the corpus, which suggested that TED talks fall on a spectrum of planning, either strictly written, edited, and performed verbatim, resulting in a negative weighting, or planned but ad-libbed in a more spontaneous manner, resulting in a positive weighting. Note that that total tokens loads positively on this dimension suggesting that longer talks are less likely to be written and performed compared to shorter talks.

When the various subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 1 (Figure 2) we can see that certain subregisters have a stronger preference for either side of the dimension. In particular it is interesting to note that many soft pure related subjects appear with a negative weighting with the exception of philosophy which has the highest score. This may be due to the inclusion of concessive and conditional adverbial subordinators used to structure arguments, or philosophy may wish to present itself in a more involved manner due to the conceptual subject matter.
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Figure 2 TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 1: Spontaneous involved versus edited informational

* Topic tags marked with an asterisk represent aggregate categories.
4.3 Dimension 2 Abstract informational versus narrative discourse

Dimension 2 identifies abstract informational discourse against narrative discourse. The use of abstract/process nouns, cognitive nouns, and stance nouns shows this discourse to be clearly abstract and the use of nominalisations and attributive adjectives demonstrate informational discourse. When texts with high Dimension 2 scores are investigated this tendency is apparent:

5. The separation between science and human values is an illusion -- and actually quite a dangerous one at this point in human history. Now, it's often said that science cannot give us a foundation for morality and human values, because science deals with facts, and facts and values seem to belong to different spheres. It's often thought that there's no description of the way the world is that can tell us how the world ought to be. But I think this is quite clearly untrue. Values are a certain kind of fact. They are facts about the well-being of conscious creatures. (Sam Harris: Science can answer moral questions)

6. I want a scientific theory of consciousness that works, and for a long time, I banged my head against the wall looking for a theory of consciousness in purely physical terms that would work. But I eventually came to the conclusion that that just didn't work for systematic reasons. It's a long story, but the core idea is just that what you get from purely reductionist explanations in physical terms, in brain-based terms, is stories about the functioning of a system, its structure, its dynamics, the behavior it produces, great for solving the easy problems ... (David Chalmers: How do you explain consciousness?)

Both these texts grapple with abstract concepts related to science, morality, consciousness, and philosophy. The use of abstract/process, cognitive, and stance nouns helps the speakers identify and define the concepts they aim to discuss. These texts also rely on the use of present tense rather than the past tense, showing a lack of narrative text types and a preference for declarative statements.

When texts on the opposite side of Dimension 2 are investigated the use of the past tense shows a tendency towards narrative text types. Independent clause coordination links components of the narrative together. These texts are notable for the lack of references to abstract concepts and processes. Consider the following extract:

7. Well, that chance encounter inspired my imagination, and I created the Lunch Lady graphic novel series, a series of comics about a lunch lady who uses her fish stick nunchucks to fight off evil cyborg substitutes, a school bus monster, and mutant mathletes, and the end of
every book, they get the bad guy with their hairnet, and they proclaim, "Justice is served!"
(Jarrett J Krosoczka: Why lunch ladies are heroes)

In this extract the use of the past tense and independent clause coordination can be seen to build a narrative. The lack of references to abstract concepts and processes can be seen in the grounded nature of the topic. This means that texts on this side of the dimension are not particularly limited in terms of topic, except for being outside of abstract discourses. It may be the tendency of abstract discourses to lean towards the present tense which highlights narrative structures as an opposing dimension.

When the TTC subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 2, it is interesting to note that philosophy has the highest weighted score, which is unsurprising as philosophy can be expected to deal with abstract content. Conversely, entertainment talks have the lowest weighting, likely due to the inclusion of narratives and storytelling. Dimension 2 in particular seems to favour soft disciplines, with psychology, economics, and politics also having high weightings. Notably, art and literature have negative scores which may be due to these talks discussing more concrete entities such as artworks, works of literature, and their creators, rather than abstract concepts and processes.
Figure 3 TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 2: Abstract informational versus narrative discourse
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4.4 Dimension 3 Human-world oriented versus object oriented

Dimension 3 identifies human-world oriented discourse versus object oriented discourse. The positive pole is associated with verb forms often used in narration; people, groups, and institutions; and wh-relative clauses which elaborate on them. Taken together, these features are associated with texts which tell human stories, for example:

8. I research students who have overcome immense obstacles related to their background. Students from low-income, often single-parent households, students who have been homeless, incarcerated or perhaps undocumented, or some who have struggled with substance abuse or lived through violent or sexual trauma. So let me tell you about two of the grittiest people I've met. Tyrique was raised by a single mother, and then after high school, he fell in with the wrong crowd. He got arrested for armed robbery. But in prison, he started to work hard ... (Anindya Kundu: The boost students need to overcome obstacles)

9. I am the daughter of a forger, not just any forger ... When you hear the word "forger," you often understand "mercenary." You understand "forged currency," "forged pictures." My father is no such man. For 30 years of his life, he made false papers -- never for himself, always for other people, and to come to the aid of the persecuted and the oppressed. Let me introduce him. Here is my father at age 19. It all began for him during World War II, when at age 17 he found himself thrust into a forged documents workshop. He quickly became the false papers expert of the Resistance. (Sarah Kaminsky: My father the forger)

In extract 8 the co-occurrence of positively loaded Dimension 3 features can be seen to work together to help the speaker tell a human-oriented story, which references students, parents, school, and prison. In extract 9 the speaker is telling the story of her father who forged documents throughout World War II. In the first extract, the talk is aiming to shine a light on a social issue to spread awareness. In the second extract the speaker is using the TED platform to tell an inspirational story.

On the other end of the spectrum, the negative pole is associated with technical and concrete nouns, pronoun it, and the present tense. These features are associated with object oriented discourse and the use of the present tense here shows greater use of factual and declarative statements over narratives. Ostensibly, on the TED platform this often takes the form of a demonstration, presenting artwork (extract 10), technology (extract 11), naturally occurring phenomenon (extract 12), or even an abstract concept such as compassion (extract 13):
10. This is a sculpture I made, which is a way of, kind of, freeing a form into an object that has different degrees of freedom. So, it can balance on a point. This is a bronze ball, an aluminium arm here, and then this wooden disk. And the wooden disk was really thought about as something that you’d want to hold on to, and that would glide easily through your hands. (Tom Shannon: Anti-gravity sculpture)

11. A solar cell absorbs light and converts it into electrical energy. This is why we can use a solar cell to charge our mobile phone. But now we need to remember that the data is encoded in subtle changes of the brightness of the LED, so if the incoming light fluctuates, so does the energy harvested from the solar cell. (Harald Haas: Forget wi-fi meet the new li-fi internet)

12. So let’s take a deeper look. Let’s look at neurons. So as I mentioned, there are 86 billion neurons. There are also these smaller cells as you’ll see. These are support cells -- astrocytes glia. And the nerves themselves are the ones who are receiving input. They’re storing it, they’re processing it. Each neuron is connected via synapses to up to 10,000 other neurons in your brain. And each neuron itself is largely unique. (Allan Jones: A map of the brain)

13. Compassion is not defined in one form. There’s no Indian compassion. There’s no American compassion. It transcends nation, the gender, the age. Why? Because it is there in everybody. It’s experienced by people occasionally. (Dayananda Saraswati: The profound journey of compassion)

In these extracts, the artwork, technology, biological phenomena, or concept is the focus of the talk, which the speakers refer to using pronoun it, concrete nouns, and technical nouns. The present tense is also used throughout these extracts to give factual information. The situational characteristics noted the broad range of topics in the TED talk corpus. This explains the presence of the current dimension, which differentiates talks by topic.

When the TTC’s subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 3 (Figure 4), the human-world oriented topics appear at the top of the dimension, such as education, law, and sociology. At the opposite end we find more object oriented topics, such as chemistry, astronomy, and physics. Interestingly, the aggregated categories are clearly ordered: soft pure (1.9), soft applied (1.5), hard applied (-1.5), and hard pure (-4.2). This shows that the soft categories lean positive, the hard categories lean negative, the applied categories are closer to the mean, and the pure categories lean towards the extremes of the dimension.
Figure 4 TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 3: Human-world oriented versus object oriented

* Topic tags marked with an asterisk represent aggregate categories.
4.5 Dimension 4 Subjective perspectives

Dimension 4 loads positively on private and mental verbs, subordinator that-deletion, verb + wh-clause and that-verb complements. There are no negatively loaded features, therefore this dimension identifies one type of discourse against all others. Taken together, the linguistic features function to state subjective perspectives and viewpoints. This is not to be confused with the speakers only giving their own perspective, as an analysis of the texts showed that the speakers often used these features to state the viewpoints of others as well as their own. One talk demonstrates this function in a particularly interesting way, as the speaker performs multiple different characters, beginning by taking on the personality of her Chinese-American friend:

14. Um, well, I, I want to start by saying that this is a very difficult experience for a Chinese-American. I don't know what to call myself now, because I have really my Chinese identity, but my kids, they are American-Chinese, but it's difficult to try to express myself in front of audience of people like this. But if had to give my opinion about meat, I think first, the most important thing is to say that we don't have to have perfect food, but maybe it can also not be poison. (Sarah Jones: What does the future hold 11 characters offer quirky answers)

In extract 14 the speaker takes on the personality of her friend and uses private verbs and mental verbs to give their perspective. The clauses help the speaker elaboration on information related to different perspectives. This includes an instance of that-deletion in the first sentence, “based on people (that) I really know”.

Dimension 4 can also be used to express subjective experiences. In the following example the speaker expresses their experience suffering with depression:

15. Well, I survived, and that just leaves me with my story, and my story is this: In four simple words, I suffer from depression. I suffer from depression, and for a long time, I think, I was living two totally different lives, where one person was always afraid of the other. I was afraid that people would see me for who I really was, that I wasn't the perfect, popular kid in high school everyone thought I was, that beneath my smile, there was struggle, and beneath my light, there was dark, and beneath my big personality just hid even bigger pain. (Kevin Breel: Confessions of a depressed comic)

Again, mental verbs and private verbs are used to express thoughts and feelings and that-clauses enable them to elaborate. Note that in extract 15 their own thoughts are contrasted with the subjective experiences of others: “I was afraid that people would see me for who I really was .. I
wasn’t the perfect, popular kid in high school everyone thought I was”. It is interesting that the TED platform may be one of the few places where speakers feel comfortable expressing very personal experiences to an unfamiliar audience. This is likely due to the inclusive open-minded culture that TED has managed to cultivate and results in the identification of the current dimension.

When the TTC subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 4, philosophy stands out with the highest weighting. This suggests that expressions of perspectives are important in philosophy TED talks. Conversely, a number of hard applied disciplines appear at the bottom end of the spectrum, suggesting that expressions of subjective perspectives is uncommon in these areas. Arguably, this reflects the underlying epistemologies of the disciplines, where knowledge can be more open to interpretation in philosophy, compared to hard applied areas which aim for objectivity.
Figure 5 TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 4: Subjective perspectives

* Topic tags marked with an asterisk represent aggregate categories.
4.6 Dimension 5 Persuasive Stance

Dimension 5 loads positively on stance adverbials, emphatics, hedges, and comparatives. Notably stance adverbials (+0.88) and emphatics (+0.96) are particularly highly weighted compared to hedges (+0.3) and comparatives (+0.3), which just meet the cut-off at +0.3 loading. When these features are taken together they function to develop stance in a particularly persuasive way.

This dimension appears to identify the tension between the speaker developing a nuanced stance and the desire to emphatically ‘sell’ the content of their talk in order to implicitly persuade the audience. For instance, consider the following talk where Sergey Brin presents Google Glass to the audience. This example contains two extracts from a single talk, where the speaker describes the audio and camera functions:

16. And also we wanted to free up the ears, so the sound actually goes through, conducts straight to the bones in your cranium, which is a little bit freaky at first, but you get used to it. And ironically, if you want to hear it better, you actually just cover your ear, which is kind of surprising, but that’s how it works.

... And the other really unexpected surprise was the camera. Our original prototypes didn’t have cameras at all, but it’s been really magical to be able to capture moments spent with my family, my kids. I just never would have dug out a camera or a phone or something else to take that moment. (Sergey Brin: Why Google Glass)

In the first part of example 16 the speaker balances overselling the technology with an attempt to sound more like an unbiased user. For instance, commenting on the experience being “kind of surprising”. In the second part of example 16 the speaker veers more towards a sales pitch with the phrase “it’s been really magical to be able to capture moments spent with my family, my kids”. The reference to family is reminiscent of advertisements which aim to sell products by associating them with family, friendships, and relationships. In essence this talk functions as a tech demo where the speaker aims to develop a persuasive stance. In order to do this the speaker has to ‘sell’ the product but also maintain a position which appears unbiased and sincere.

Whilst this is quite common in technology demonstrations, the corpus also presents examples of persuasive stance being used to sell ideas. Consider the following extract from the talk entitled Less stuff, more happiness:
17. Well I’m here to suggest there’s a better way, that less might actually equal more. I bet most of us have experienced at some point the joys of less: college -- in your dorm, traveling -- in a hotel room, camping -- rig up basically nothing, maybe a boat. Whatever it was for you, I bet that, among other things, this gave you a little more freedom, a little more time. So I’m going to suggest that less stuff and less space are going to equal a smaller footprint. It’s actually a great way to save you some money. And it’s going to give you a little more ease in your life. (Graham Hill: *Less stuff more happiness*)

In this talk the speaker aims to persuade the audience of the benefits of a minimalist lifestyle. They pre-empt the audience’s reaction through the use of actually, “less might actually equal more … it’s actually a great way to save you some money”, and uses comparatives to show the benefits of such as lifestyle, “more freedom … more time … a smaller footprint”. This shows one of the ways in which idea oriented talks overlap with technology demonstrations, through the use of persuasive stance to sell the idea or technology.

The use of persuasive stance can be linked to the situational characteristics of TED talks. TED talks offer a platform with a general audience to speakers from a broad range of contexts. This gives TED speakers a unique opportunity to connect with a wide ranging audience. However, as TED talks are not infomercials, TED speakers have to present objects and ideas they wish to sell in a more subtle way, which includes stance adverbials and hedges as well as emphatics. This results in the use of persuasive stance to sell ideas without an overt sales pitch.

When the TTC subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 5, design and engineering talks have high loadings, associated with technology demonstrations. Economics and psychology also have high loadings which can be associated with presenting idea oriented discourse. On the other end of the spectrum we find humanities related subjects such as politics, law, and literature, which shows that talks associated with these disciplines are less likely to use persuasive stance, perhaps as they are less likely to have an idea or technology they wish to sell to the audience.

Figure 6 TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 5: Persuasive Stance

* Topic tags marked with an asterisk represent aggregate categories.
4.7 Dimension 6 Expert elaboration

Dimension 6 loads positively on that-relative clauses on the objective and subject position, that-verb complements, demonstratives, first person pronouns plural, stance adverbials, and split auxiliaries. When these features are taken together, they appear to be used by speakers to establish an authorial expert self when elaborating on their research. Take the following example, which concerns multiple instances of this function within a single talk:

18. Two years ago here at TED I reported that we had discovered at Saturn, with the Cassini Spacecraft, an anomalously warm and geologically active region.

... And I also reported that we’d made this mind-blowing discovery -- this once-in-a-lifetime discovery of towering jets erupting from those fractures at the south pole.

... And at that time two years ago I mentioned that we were speculating that these jets might in fact be geysers.

... So we are very encouraged by these results. And we are much more confident now than we were two years ago that we might indeed have on this moon, under the south pole, an environment or a zone that is hospitable to living organisms. (Carolyn Porco: Could a Saturn moon harbor life?)

In extract 18 the speaker uses ‘we’ to refer to herself and the expert community she belongs to. That-clauses are used to elaborate on key information that she is reporting to the audience. Demonstratives are also used to highlight key findings, such as “this once in a lifetime discovery”, “those fractures”, and “these jets”.

Expert elaboration is evident in the following example:

19. But here we are on a planet, and there are so many things that are amazing about Earth that we’re searching far and wide to find things that are like that. And when we’re searching, we’re finding amazing things.

... Also, we see that it’s the "red planet," and atmospheric escape plays a role in Mars being red. That's because we think Mars used to have a wetter past, and when water had enough energy, it broke up into hydrogen and oxygen, and hydrogen being so light, it escaped into
space, and the oxygen that was left oxidized or rusted the ground, making that familiar rusty red color that we see. (Anjali Tripathi: Why Earth may someday look like Mars)

In both these extracts the speakers are informing the public on the kinds of work they are doing in their field and communicating key findings. The use of ‘we’ is interesting in these extracts as it shows evidence of the speakers aiming to establish an authorial self to the audience. This function can be linked to the situational characteristics of the corpus concerning relationships between participants. As TED is a prestigious platform, whereby expert speakers communicate information to the general audience, the presence of expert elaboration appears to be appropriate in this context.

The opposite end of Dimension 6 concerns only one linguistic feature: second person pronouns. This is not substantial enough to warrant a contrasting dimension on its own, but suggests that talks high in expert elaboration refer to the audience much less directly, instead, preferring to refer themselves and their expert community; and talks without expert elaboration are more likely to directly reference the audience.

When the TTC subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 6, the hard sciences are at the top of the dimension. This suggests that hard science topics have the strongest tendency for this type of communication. This is likely due to the fact that these disciplines are more technical in nature and require the speaker to communicate key findings in this way. Conversely, more accessible topics appear lower down, such as within entertainment, literature, and culture.
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Figure 7: TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 6: Expert elaboration
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Tag</th>
<th>Average Dimension Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Astronomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Pure*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Applied*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Academic Tags*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEDx</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Applied*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Pure*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.8 Dimension 7 Change and Inspiration

Dimension 7 loads positively on infinitives, desire verbs + to-clauses, the continuous aspect, causation verbs, and suasive verbs. Taken together, these features are used to encourage change and inspire the audience. In some instances Dimension 7 is used to direct change in specific fields, such as in business management:

20. In the face of relentless competition, it may well be that you will have to take the painful decision to downsize the organization, just as you may have to lose some weight in order to run a marathon. But losing weight alone will not get you across the finish line with a winning time. To win you need to go all in. You need to go all in. Rather than just cutting costs, you need to think about initiatives that will enable you to win in the medium term, initiatives to drive growth, actions that will fundamentally change the way the company operates, and very importantly, investments to develop the leadership and the talent. (Jim Hemerling: 5 ways to lead in an era of constant change).

In this extract the speaker is advising the audience how to lead a business in an era of constant change. In multiple instances they use infinitives and desire verbs + to-clauses in the pattern “you need to [verb]” to direct change in the audience. The continuous aspect is used to reference “losing weight” and “cutting costs” and a causation verb is used in “drive growth”. Together, all these features build a persuasive passage which directs change in the audience.

In other cases the aims are much broader, such as encouraging a global response to climate change:

21. We're operating outside the bounds of CO2 concentrations that the planet has seen for hundreds of thousands of years. The larger point I'm trying to make is this. It's up to us to look at our homes and our communities, our vulnerabilities and our exposures to risk, and to find ways to not just survive, but to thrive, and it's up to us to plan and to prepare and to call on our government leaders and require them to do the same, even while they address the underlying causes of climate change. There are no quick fixes. There are no one-size-fits-all solutions. We're all learning by doing. (Vicki Arroyo: Let's prepare for our new climate)

In this passage the appeal is much broader as climate change is relatable to everyone. Notice how the speaker uses the continuous aspect to set up the current circumstances (“we’re operating”) and then uses infinitives to state the actions we should take, “to thrive ... to plan .. to prepare and to call”.
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In this final passage the call to change is inspirational. Consider the following example where the speaker aims to inspire individuals in the audience with their own struggles:

22. The Arab states are going through tremendous change, and the struggles women face are overwhelming. Just like the women I photographed, I had to overcome many barriers to becoming the photographer I am today, many people along the way telling me what I can and cannot do. Umm El-Saad, Asma and Fayza, and many women across the Arab world, show that it is possible to overcome barriers to education, which they know is the best means to a better future. And here I would like to end with a quote by Yasmine, one of the four activist women I interviewed in Tunisia. Yasmine wrote, "Question your convictions. Be who you want to be, not who they want you to be. Don't accept their enslavement, for your mother birthed you free." (Laura Boushnak: For these women reading is a daring act)

In this passage the speaker uses infinitives and the continuous tense to describe how they overcame barriers and became the person they are. They end the passage with an inspirational quote which draws upon the desire verb + to-clause pattern.

The use of the current dimension can be linked to the situational characteristics of the corpus. Interestingly, the element of change and inspiration is clearly stated in the TED mission statement:

We believe passionately in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives and, ultimately, the world. On TED.com, we're building a clearinghouse of free knowledge from the world's most inspired thinkers — and a community of curious souls to engage with ideas and each other.

Dimension 7 captures talks which align themselves with this mission statement and in this sense is related to the communicative purposes of TED talks as a whole.

When the TTC subregisters are mapped onto Dimension 7, some social science disciplines can be seen at the top of the spectrum, such as politics, sociology, and education. These topics may be capturing talks related to encouraging change in the society. Interestingly, hard applied and soft applied are higher ranked than their pure counterparts. This may be due to the practical nature of this dimension, encouraging change in the real world. This explains why a discipline such as engineering, with a practical component, appears highly weighted, compared to literature, with the lowest score. Engineering may be using this dimension in a more specific functional manner to describe overcoming problems, whereas literature is less concerned about real world implications.
Figure 8 TTC Subregisters mapped onto Dimension 7: Change and Inspiration
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5. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper aimed to investigate linguistic variation in a corpus of TED talks using MD analysis. The results reveal the latent functional dimensions of TED talks while identifying their distribution across the different topics comprising our corpus. These results are the first to characterise the linguistic variation of TED talks across the wide range of topics and subject areas that feature in such talks.

Regarding RQ1 (the linguistic dimensions of the TTC), our model revealed:

1. Spontaneous involved versus edited informational
2. Abstract informational versus narrative discourse
3. Human-world oriented versus object oriented
4. Subjective perspectives
5. Persuasive stance
6. Expert elaboration
7. Change and inspiration

These dimensions can be linked to the situational characteristics of TED talks and can be compared to MD models identified in prior research. In terms of situational characteristics, it was suggested that the production circumstances of TED talks resulted in the unique expression of Dimension 1, which captures a spectrum of spontaneous involved discourse versus more planned and edited texts. Moreover, the broad range of topics resulted in the human-world oriented versus object oriented dimension. The relationship between the expert speaker and the general audience can be connected to Dimensions 5 and 6, which capture the persuasive stance of the speaker and the use of expert elaboration. Finally, the presence of change and inspiration is intimately linked to TED’s mission statement.

Compared to prior research, the current findings identify some dimensions reminiscent of dimensions in prior research, some dimensions which reinforce perspectives on TED talks, and some dimensions which are unique to the TED register. Beginning with familiar dimensions, spontaneous involved versus edited informational (Dimension 1), bears a close resemblance to Biber’s (1988) Dimension 1, “involved versus informational discourse”. Manifestations of this dimension have been captured in a variety of studies across different languages and times. In studies which capture a broad range of spoken and written registers this is sometimes framed as an oral vs literate divide, such as in a corpus of 18th century texts (Biber, 2001) and in Brazilian Portuguese (Sardinha, Kauffmann, & Acunzo, 2014), suggesting that this is typical of linguistic registers regardless of
language. Biber (2014), commenting on the persistence of this dimension across studies, characterises this kind of dimension as clausal/'oral' versus phrasal/'literate'. Interestingly, the current study identifies a more subtle version of this dimension, concerning variation within a single register, rather than across a broad range of spoken and written registers.

Two other familiar dimensions are subjective perspectives (Dimension 4) and persuasive stance (Dimension 5). Prior research has identified a number of dimensions related to developing opinions or perspectives (Hardy & Friginal, 2016; Bu, Connor-Linton, & Wang, 2020) and stances (Iberri-Shea, 2011; Garnder, Nesi, & Biber, 2018; Condi de Souza, 2014). It may be that stance is an integral (and perhaps even inseparable) component of registers which deal with informational content. In this sense, identifying perspectives and stance dimensions in themselves is not particularly surprising. However, it is interesting to note the specific expression of these dimensions within the TTC. In the case of subjective perspectives, this dimension was notably personal, with speakers sharing their thoughts and feelings with the audience; and in the case of stance, the persuasive nature was reflective of the speakers aiming to sell their idea or technology to the audience.

The current paper reinforces findings from prior research on TED talks. For instance, expert elaboration (Dimension 6), reinforces and expands some of our knowledge about TED talks as a means of science communication. Prior research has identified some TED talks as a form of popularisation discourse, where experts communicate their findings to the public (Mattiello, 2017). Expert elaboration identifies a way in which TED speakers establish an authorial expert self when elaborating on research. This contrasts with prior research on TED talks which investigated the use of the pronoun “we”, which found that 57.90% of we forms referred to the speaker and audience simultaneously, to build a sense of commonality; and 39.90% referred to the speaker and other non-present agents, to reference their belonging to an academic or research community (Di Carlo, 2018). Taken together, there is evidence that TED speakers aim to establish an authorial expert self and create a sense of closeness with the audience. It appears that there may be some tension between these goals in terms of social positioning, which could be of interest to further research.

Whilst the dimensions identified in the current study do in many cases signal the similarity of TED talks to other genres and registers, some dimensions reflect the unique nature of TED talks. For instance, change and Inspiration (Dimension 7), is not comparable to any dimension from any prior study and appears to be identifying a unique aspect of the TED talk register. This dimension can be linked to TED’s mission statement which believes in the power of ideas to change the world. This is only possible due to the presence of an online audience on TED’s globally reaching platform. It
would be interesting to see whether similar dimensions are also present in registers which reach a
expansive audience, such as political speeches. Moreover, abstract informational discourse versus
narrative discourse (Dimension 2), bears resemblance to some dimensions in prior studies, which
have identified narrative dimensions (Grieve, 2014) and abstract dimensions (Biber, 1988). However,
the current finding is unique in identifying them both across a single dimension, differentiating more
static abstract informational discourse against more dynamic action-oriented narration. It is worth
noting that like the clausal/’oral’ versus phrasal/’literate’ divide, Biber (2014) also considers
narrative versus non-narrative discourse a near universal dimension of register variation.

Regarding RQ2 (concerning the representation of the EFA dimensions across topics), many of the
dimensions differentiated topics in interesting ways. Most notably, human-world oriented versus
object oriented (Dimension 3) differentiated texts into familiar academic divisions, with soft
categories leaning positive, hard categories leaning negative, applied categories closer to the mean,
and pure categories at the extremes. This similarity with academic texts supports the position that
TED talks are an academic-adjacent register. Other dimensions identified familiar disciplinary
groupings, such as Dimension 2 grouping soft disciplines such as psychology, economics, and politics
as particularly abstract, Dimension 6 grouping hard science disciplines as high in expert elaboration,
and Dimension 7 finding social science disciplines such as politics, sociology, and education as
highest in change and inspiration.

One of the strengths of the current model is that subregisters can be characterised in terms of the
dimensions. This is shown visually in Figures 9 – 12, which show the profile of individual disciplinary
areas in terms of their dimension scores. For instance, in Figure 9, we can see that all the hard-pure
disciplines have a similar profile by their shape: typically object oriented (D3), high in subjective
perspectives (D4), high in persuasive stance (D5), high in expert elaboration (D6) and low in change
and inspiration (D7). These shapes are comparable to hard applied areas shown in Figure 10,
showing similarity between all hard areas, although with some applied areas being less object
oriented (D3).

Figures 11 and 12 show soft pure and soft applied disciplines. In Figure 11, the outliers within the
soft pure category are more clearly visible, for instance, philosophy appears as an outlier with a high
D1 and D2 scores and a low D3 score, actually appearing more similar to typical hard pure
disciplines, interestingly. This begins to present some evidence that philosophy may be an outlier in
the humanities at least linguistically. Other outliers are also observable, such as medicine in Figure

10, with a higher D3 score and lower D2 score; and *architecture* in Figure 12 with much lower D2, D3, and D4 scores.

Figure 9 Hard Pure Disciplines Mapped onto Dimensions

![Hard Pure Disciplines Mapped onto Dimensions](image)

Figure 10 Hard Applied Disciplines mapped onto Dimensions

![Hard Applied Disciplines mapped onto Dimensions](image)
Figure 11 Soft Pure Disciplines Mapped onto Dimensions

Figure 12 Soft Applied Disciplines Mapped onto Dimensions
In terms of the study’s limitations, while investigating variation across a large number of topics and subject areas was one of the study’s main aims and strengths, the issue of overlapping categories naturally presents some fuzziness within the data. This means that the clustering of similar registers on Figures 2 – 7 may be influenced by overlapping talks within these categories. However, this fuzziness is reflective of complexity within the data and the use of multiple tags provides a more accurate description of the content. The alternative would be to allocate talks to distinct sets, which would require removing tags and diverging from TED’s classification system. Moreover, the use of multiple tags can be used to identify talks which combine topic areas. For instance, Animations of Unseeable Biology by Drew Barry has art, science, and biology tags and concerns scientifically accurate animations of cell biology.

A further limitation concerns the application of corpus methods to multimodal genres. The current study investigated linguistic variables only and therefore multimodal and paralinguistic features such as speech rate, intonation, gesture, accent, and so on, were not considered. This also includes filled pauses such as “um” and “er”, which were not included in the transcripts. Future studies may wish to investigate TED talks in terms of a broader range of multimodal, paralinguistic, and linguistic features not afforded by orthographic transcription in the current study. It would be interesting to see how speakers draw upon multimodal and paralinguistic affordances to deliver information, engage the audience, and frame the content.

The current study has implications for the study of TED talks. Linguistic variation within TED talks was identified based upon statistical association. Notably, the subregisters varied in ways reminiscent of academic texts, which are often viewed as a separate disciplinary discourses (Hyland, 2007). As such, perhaps it would be better to view TED talks as windows into an array if discourses, rather than a monolithic whole. This emphasises the importance of accounting for topic variation when analysing TED talks in future research.

The current study contributes to the field of register studies by furthering our knowledge of a unique contemporary digital register, which brings together many topics and speakers into a single space. It is interesting to note that a disciplinary continuum (Dimension 3) and persuasive stance (Dimension 5) both appear within an academic-adjacent corpus, suggesting that these features are integral to academic disciplines, even outside an academic context. Moreover, the unique speaker-audience relationship results in persuasive stance (Dimension 5), expert elaboration (Dimension 6) and change and inspiration (Dimension 7). It would be interesting to see the extent to which, if at all, these
dimensions are present in comparable registers, such as sales pitches, political speeches, and new digital genres which will inevitably continue to emerge and evolve.
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